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Platform.sh is good for you and your customers
Huge workflow advantages

99.99% reduction uptime SLA

Agencies are making savings of

Best offer available

$16,000 - $400,000
We’re the ONLY specialist Drupal hosting vendor
For every Git branch, a complete environment:

offering a 4 * 9’s SLA, which guarantees less

nobody else offers this. New branches have fully

than 4 minutes downtime per month. The next

consistent copies of data, infrastructure, and

best container based vendor offers 3 * 9’s which

code in minutes, even for large databases.

is over 44 minutes downtime; that’s a no-penalty

					

outage lasting over ten times longer ! As any

Platform.sh is suitable for all PHP applications,

online merchant will tell you, a lot of reputational

not just Drupal or Symfony, and we offer

damage can be done and a lot of money lost if

more supported technologies than anyone

you’re down for this long during peak traffic.

else: MariaDB, PostgreSQL, MongoDB, Solr,
ElasticSearch, Redis – with more to come in 2015
including Node.js

10% agency rebates & free projects for
your whole team

Better high availability & seamless
scaling

The Platform.sh Agency Plan (PAP) waives

Unique to this market

start projects at no cost, and permits all-hands

developer license fees, lets anyone on your team
access to any site. In addition you get a 10%

Platform.sh Enterprise’s triple redundant

commission when you recommend Platform.sh

architecture provides guaranteed database

to your customers.

transaction integrity and zero downtime scaling.
Scale your application to 100+ CPUs and 180+GB

Drupal application & site support

of RAM to accommodate both scheduled and

Available globally 24x7x365

unexpected peak traffic, with absolutely no
interruptions or downtime.

We’ve been providing application support for 5
years on many of the 300 commerce projects
the Commerce Guys’ professional services group
have delivered. We know Drupal very well, the
Drupal Commerce distribution is currently active
in over 55,000 sites globally.

Platform.sh is a continuous deployment cloud hosting solution that can scale applications from the smallest project
to ones handling millions of visitors. It is ideal for agile software teams because of its unique feature: it can replicate
a live production cluster in seconds and create byte-level clones of throwaway dev and staging environments, which
makes testing and validation up to 7 times faster. It can provide 99.99% SLAs thanks to 24/7 follow-the-sun support
combined with a unique, triple-redundant architecture that’s based on a high density grid of Linux micro-containers.
With employees across five continents, the company serves thousands of clients worldwide, including Vivienne
Westwood, The Canadian Football League, The British Council, and Flixbus.

